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Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), the HTML 4.0-approved method for controlling visual presentation on web pages, is poised to make its mark on the Web. With good implementations in Internet Explorer 5.0 and Opera 3.5, and 100% support expected in Netscape's "Mozilla" browser, signs are that CSS is rapidly becoming a useful,...
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The Circuit Designer's Companion, Second EditionNewnes, 2004
A unique masterclass in the design of optimized, reliable electronic circuits
 Beyond the lab  a guide to electronic design for production, where cost-effective design is imperative 
 Tips and know-how provide a whole education for the novice, with something to offer the most seasoned professional 

Tim Williams' Circuit...
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Beginning XML DatabasesWrox Press, 2006
The union of XML and relational databases creates a powerful tool with the ability to transfer information between two completely unrelated databases. With this book, veteran author Gavin Powell shows you how this confluence of two technologies can simplify your database work and provide a more standardized way to exchange data between multiple...
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Energy Investing DeMystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	FUEL your portfolio with SMART ENERGY INVESTING


	ELECTRICITY. BIO-FUELS. NATURAL GAS. OIL. They power the world. And if you know what you're doing, they can power your investment portfolio.


	Energy Investing DeMYSTiFieD provides the information, insight, and tools you need to immediately start investing in...
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You Can Do It!: A Beginners Introduction to Computer ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
You’ll be Programming with C++ within the hour
    Find out just how easy it is to write computer programs!    

    Want to start programming but don't know where to start? Don't worry! With a radically different approach to programming, author Francis Glassborow demystifies programming concepts, and...
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Windows XP Pro: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2003
This superbly written book isn't for system administrators or OS theory geeks; it's for the novice or budding power user who wants to master XP Pro and get down to work. Coauthored by New York Times technology columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue, this crystal clear, jargon-free book uses wit, technical...
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Beginning Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
This book discusses what Ajax is and what it means to Web developers, as well as the technologies behind Ajax applications. The early chapters of this book begin with a discussion of the pros and cons of Ajax techniques, and they provide a quick refresher of JavaScript techniques. Working through this book, you’ll discover how Ajax...
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Game Physics Engine Development (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Simulating physics helps cutting-edge games distinguish themselves by making virtual objects behave as we expect them to in the real world. Physics engines are the software programs that run these simulations. Building an engine is difficult, however. There are a large number of new developers (and hobbyists) coming into this market who need help...
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Magento 1.4 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Magento is the fastest growing PHP-based eCommerce solution based on the Zend
	Framework. This robust CMS helps developers to enrich their store with more useful
	functionalities with custom modules. Developing a Magento store to get the desired look and
	feel is not as easy as you might believe, and may take hours due to the wealth of...
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Computer Security for the Home and Small OfficeApress, 2004

	Computer Security for the Home and Small Office addresses the long-neglected security needs of everyday users in the home, company workstation, and SOHO (small office/home office) categories, with emphasis on system hardening, eliminating malware, user and Internet privacy, encryption, and data hygiene.


	The book offers...
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Expert Oracle and Java Security: Programming Secure Oracle Database Applications With JavaApress, 2011

	Expert Oracle and Java Security: Programming Secure Oracle Database Applications with Java provides resources that every Java and Oracle database application programmer needs to ensure that they have guarded the security of the data and identities entrusted to them. You'll learn to consider potential vulnerabilities, and to apply...
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Chihuahua (Smart Owner's Guide)Kennel Club Books, 2010

	
		Smart Owners Guide Chihuahua is the first interactive breed book of it kind to offer new and novice owners a fun new way to learn about caring for their loyal companions. Chihuahua offers the most up-to-date online support with instant access to Club Chi™ where owners can meet and interact with other dedicated owners,...
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